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Larry’s Treasury Chest
introduces himself to
all those showing up
and is first to offer a
hand. He started flying rockets as well.
Our club is blessed to
have met Jerry.

It also requires addition personnel to handle money during a
launch.
We haven’t had an increase since I started,
and that was 2009.
The BOD has identified
other areas to bring in
revenue. If and when
implemented, these
will be things that also
enhance everyone’s
experience.

So, where should we
be investing next in
o, the year 2019 the club? The BOD
has identified several
is coming to an
infrastructure imend. 2019 has
provements that would
been full so many
Last year, like the
things we should be all greatly make everyyears before, have
one’s experience so
proud of.
shown an increase in
much better.
membership, so the
Going into the beginWe
started
committees
club is strong and
ning of year 2019, the
to
assess
the
feasibilgrowing.
BOD realized we have
ity
of
them,
the
cost,
most of the equipment
On the money side,
needs to accommodate and the timelines rewe’re in good shape
the monthly and annu- quired to make them
going into the new
happen.
al big launches. We
year despite the major
collectively focused on The goals are to priori- investment the road
what improvements
tize all long-term plans required.
would be most benefi- and implement the
Enough of the money
cial to the membership things most fields are
side, let’s cover some
to make their experilacking, like real bathother areas.
ence better.
rooms, possible storIt was decided to make age for members can- Membership IDs, as
opies (they’re large
you know, I make and
this past year’s focus
and
must
be
transsend out. I realize we
on the road, as that
ported all the time).
have had a huge rehas always been a
newal already for next
problem, and over the There are many other
items on the list Ill say year, and I appreciate
years have gotten
we are working on tak- everyone being proacworse.
ing the club to the
tive so I can get them
We spent some major next level.
out of the way before
funds on the road,
the URRF rust hits.
To make changes it
both in gravel and
takes manpower and
We are just finishing
grading. That led us
money.
This
year,
the artwork for next
to one of the nicest
you’ll notice an inyear’s badges. As
additions to the club.
everyone knows, we
That addition was Jerry crease in the annual
fees.
look forward to someStape.
thing new looking each
Jerry is the contractor We refrained from
year. I haven’t forgot
that helps the club be- range fees like many
you; I just haven’t
clubs utilize, as that’s
yond belief. If you
made them yet. They
don’t know Jerry yet, I another distraction
will be going out early
when you come to fly.
am surprised, as he

S

in the year.
The club, in the last
few years, has seen
the introduction of new
faces in the leadership.
This is has brought
new ideas and ways of
doing things to the table. It’s nice to see
the old and new work
together and support
one another.
This year, our president Jerry Briggs introduced some new faces
in the management
role and URRF. He also has some of us doing other roles. I am
very happy with how
as he realizes we need
to work with new faces
and, yes, prepare for
new people to fill the
spots.
We are all getting older, and it would be
nice to be able to step
down and know that
the club is in good
shape with those people replacing those positions. It’s not if - it’s
when.
I hope to continue to
see more people get
involved with participating. I am looking
forward to flying more.
I wish everyone a
Great holiday season
and look forward to
the club’s future.
Larry Weibert
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December Meeting

O

n December
12th, URRG
held its first
general membership
meeting of the off season.
Held at Denny’s in Victor, these meetings
typically give members
a chance to socialize

and stay up to
date with other
club members.

Jerry Briggs updated
attendees about URRF7 progress (yes, we’re
already planning that).
Things are starting to
fall into place, and the
official URRF website
should be online shortly.

guy with the auto repair shop just to the
north of our field (hint:
don’t land your rocket
there!).

talie got an Estes
Shuttle kit. Lucas got
socks (just kidding!).
Everyone had a good
time.

A friendly Santa’s
helper brought Christmas presents for all
that attended
(courtesy of URRG &
The Potter Rocketeer).

These meetings are
great chance to hang
out with club buddies
when its too cold to fly
(see next page).

Because the contents
of the presents were
unknown (though all
rocketry related), we
held a lottery to allow
folks to pick a present
from the pile. This allowed some degree of
fairness or randomness.

A lively
discussion took
place regarding
tracking
equipment,
lost rockets, and
Jerry got a Pro Series
the angry II Nike Smoke. Na-

Rocketry Rumors & Nebulous News

I

t may be winter
time, but the world
of rocketry is still
hot—there’s a lot going on!
This month marks the
90th birthday of Vern
Estes, the man that
kicked hobby rocketry
into high gear. Estes
Rockets is gathering
birthday wishes to forward.
In commemoration,
they are introducing a
kit that harks back to
the early days of the
business, the Orange
Bullet. This was the
first kit design Estes
came up with, but
shelved it in favor of
the Astron Scout. This
is to be the first in a
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new designer signature series of kits.
In other Estes news,
the 1/100th scale Saturn V has returned to
the closet, discontinued again. However,
another run of the
1/200 scale RTF version is expected in
the spring.
Speaking of discontinuations, a
number of
Semroc kits
are slated
to go
out of
production
soon.
So, if you’ve been eyeing one for your fleet,
jet on over to the
erockets.biz website

They’re also an excellent time to show off
your winter builds,
seek tech support, or
just laugh at each other.
So bring out your projects or designs. Everyone is interested in
seeing what’s being
built! The next meeting is January
9th.

ture a filament wound
fiberglass nose cone
and will available on
While you’re January 31st. Go to
over there,
macperformancerockyou might
etry.com for more innotice that
formation.
New Way has
introduced their Also of interest, NARCON is taking place
take on the
March 6th through the
classic Bertha
8th, down in Tucson,
design. The Big
AZ. If you’re going,
Bessie takes the
let me know . I’d like
fan favorite and
a write-up for a future
squares it up a
issue of The Potter
bit. It looks like
Rocketeer. Along the
fun.
same lines, LDRS will
On the high pow- be on the Bonneville
er side of things, Salt Flats, July 30
MAC Perforthrough August 3.
mance is intro- Bring your sunscreen—
ducing a 4”
you’ll need it!
version of their
popular Bolt
kit. The kit will fea-

and get them while
you can.
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Featured Rocket: Patriot PAC-3
See page 2 for references

W

hen most
rocketeers
think of the
Patriot missile, images
of a red, white & black
rocket with 4 trim
clipped-Delta fins
come to mind. I built
my first Patriot kit, an
Estes model, as a
10th-grader in the
wake of the first Gulf
War, when public
awareness of the
“SCUD-buster” was
high.
The MIM-104 was designed as surface-toair missile and went

sion of the
Patriot.
Less well known are
into service in the ear- the subsequent developments, such as the
ly 1980s. It was its
PAC-2 and PAC-3 veruse during
the Persian
PAC-3 MSE at launch
Gulf War
that
Lockheed-Martin Images
brought to
the public
eye; the
claim of
over 40
SCUD missile interceptions
went a long
way to endear it with
taxpayers.

The MIM104 misPAC-3 launching. Note
sile is
the steering thrusters
now used
already engaging.
mainly in
a ballistic
missile
defense role. However, the missile itself is just part of a
larger system that
includes tracking
and launch equipment.

The missile that
everyone loves to
build models of is
really the first ver-
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ous versions, making
for an extremely effective weapons system.
The redesign also presents the scale
modeler a much
more challenging subject to
build and fly.
PAC-3 more
compact than
the original, allowing 4 missiles
to occupy the
same space on
the launch vehicle as a single
standard Patriot.
That means the
platform carries
16 rounds rather
than just 4. It
also means that
the fins are
much smaller.

PAC-3 steers, in
part, by way of
180
small
solid-fuel
sions. In particular,
rocket
motors
located
the Patriot Advanced
in
a
band
just
aft
of
Capability version 3 is
the
nose.
This
makes
essentially an entirely
for a neat technical
different design altofeature to reproduce
gether.
while detailing the
PAC-3 entered service build. The missile also
in the mid-1990s. Al- adds a forward set of
most everything about fins ahead of the
the system is improved over the previ(cont’d on pg. 14)
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Kit Review: LOC 4” T-Loc

the
Tech Specs
way
Manufacturer:
LOC Precision
The nose cones are
of instrucmolded plastic. So, on tions.
Type:
High-power sport
a very fundamental
On the othlevel, they are a logical
Scale:
er hand,
next step.
LOC lays
Body Diameter:
4.0” OD
The differences are
out a pretty
Length:
36”
that everything is
good kit.
heavier-duty than
They inWeight:
36oz (Manufacturer)
you’d find in an Estes
clude a nyMotor Mount:
29 mm
kit; the tube has much lon paraheavier walls, the
chute, a
Recovery:
24” chute
wood is 1/8” plywood
nylon reinstead of balsa, and
covery har- Price:
$79.95
just as importantly,
ness, and a
the recommended ad- Nomex
I didn’t necessarily use
hesive is epoxy
blanket to protect it
all the bits they includ(though a good wood
all. They also included
ed, but it is nice that
glue such as Titebond all the hardware you’d
they were in the packwill work).
need to complete the
age for builders that
rocket, including the
may not have alternate
The kit reviewed here
eye-bolt, a D-ring, plus
is the 4-inch T-LOC.
motor retainer hardThis is essentially a
(cont’d on pg. 12)
ware.
shortened LOC-IV,
with T-tail fins. I
picked it because it’s a
little more interesting
than the typical 3-fins
and a nose cone deooking for a great sign, and it was the
way to transition
least expensive kit in
to high-power
the LOC 4” size range.
flight after gaining
It also happened to be
some experience build- on sale post-Black Friing low power models? day, so I got it for only
LOC Precision has long $55 from erockets.biz.
had your back in this
This was actually my
area.
first LOC kit build. I’ve
LOC Precision offers a
used LOC tubes and
wide variety of models parts for many things,
in a wide range of siz- but never had one of
es, from 1.6” up to
their kits.
7.5” diameters.
Regardless, I was genLOC kits make a great erally impressed.
stepping stone into
Many high power kit
high power because
manufacturers are
they use materials that content to let you
a low-power builder
source your own rewould familiar with:
covery equipment,
T-LOC Parts Layout
cardboard and wood.
while offering little in

L
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PR Plans: Lepus

I

Many of the
craft developed to support further exploration were
part of the
socalled

n the late 21st
century, breakthroughs in spacecraft propulsion allowed mankind to push
out into a number of
"Constellation
star systems containSeries” of deing suitable exoplanets
signs, derived from
for colonization.
Solar Federation ConMany of these systems stellation Specification
Manual (SFCSM).
allied under the Red
Star of the Solar FedNamed for the consteleration, promoting
lation of the Hare,
equality for all sentient
Lepus was designed as
beings and emphasizfast, light scout ship
ing technical advancewith moderate range
ment.
and would virtually
leap out of Space Gantry Platform launch
bays.
Normally fully automated (but a 2-person
crew could supplement), a single Nuclear Thrust Drive core
combined with a Compact Space Compression motivator could
send the automated
craft on mid-deep
space missions with
awe-inspiring speed.

paying attention
knows that I shy away
form 3FNC designs,
and this rocket is a
good example of what
I’d prefer to build.

drilled hole in the base
of the transition so as to
thread a small eye
screw for shock cord
attachment to the nose
section.

Five main fins with tip
spikes, plus five
strake fins enwrap a design with
tran-

The motor mount is
13mm for mini-motors,
and the fins are 1/16”
basswood.

sition
step in the
body, followed
on by a paper fauxnozzle at the aft end.
Still, the
basic construction
is on-par
with a
typical
low power
skill-level
2 or 3 kits
from Estes, Flis,
etc.

The main
body tube
is Estes
BT-50,
with the
forward
Mission parameters
section
range from Star Patrol
comprised
to identifying smugof a short
glers to locating worlds
piece of
with new resources or
BT-5, a 1”
potential colony sites
long balsa
could be handled with
transition
quick-change sensory
piece and
packs, located just
a BNC-5E
above the craft's drive
nose
core.
cone.

Lepus sits on the
pad at URRF6

A small
Lepus is compact mod- dowel can
el, but it packs a lot of be insertneat features. Anyone ed into a

Align the grain along
the leading edge of the
fin. The fin tip spike is
flush
with the
rear
edge
(cont’d on pg. 14)

Building Supplies
Body Tubes:

8” BT-50
2.625” BT-5

Nose Cone:

BNC-5E

Transition:

TA5-50 (1 inch)

Motor mount:

2.75” BT-5 tube
2x CR0550-F rings
CR10-13 motor block

Fin Material:

1/16” basswood

Miscellaneous:

5x 1.5” long 1/16” dia.
dowels
CR0520-F centering ring
1” long 1/8” launch lug
1/16” dowel
Small screw eye
12” thin-mil parachute
100# kevlar shock cord

See page 13 for fin & shroud patterns
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T-LOC Continued...
options in their workshop.

2020 Winter Issue
from another rocket in
my shop).

The nose cone is
shipped in the package
in the forward airframe
The other swap I made
tube. It was a bit of

I did deviate from the
standard build in a
couple of areas –
mainly the recovery
gear and the motor
retainer.

With regards to the
former, I didn’t really
care for the included
parachute. It would do
in a pinch, but it had a
very slippery feel (bad
for Chute Release usThe 1/4-round gusers), and it was a sort
sets on the fin tips
of dull grayish-green
color. Not ideal for
was for the motor respotting in the sky.
tainer. I elected to
So, I replaced the inuse a simple Estes
cluded chute with a
plastic screw-on re30” Top Flight thin-mil tainer. I had them on
parachute in Internahand, and they are intional Orange. This
expensive and durable,
makes it much easier
not to mention easy to
to see, and I have had use.
good luck using these
Overall, the quality of
chutes with my Jolly
fit was pretty good,
Logic Chute Release.
though not at the
I also swapped out the same level as a MAC
nylon shock chord for
Performance kit. But
a 20-foot Kevlar harMAC kits cost a bit
ness from One Bad
more.
Hawk (which I pirated
The two issues I had
were 1) the fitment of
the nose cone, and
2) the fin tab length.
I know we often
sand the cone shoulder to get a proper
fit, but the cone was
so tight in the body
tube that I had to
fight to remove the
cone from the forThe centering rings are laser cut
ward airframe secand etched to identify which was
tion.
front or rear
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trick to get them apart
without damaging the
tube section.
The cone shoulder has
raised ribs that allow
the builder to fit it to
the body tube without
having to sand the entire shoulder sections.
So, once I did get
them apart, a bit of
filing on those ribs got
the cone fit to what it
needed to be.
The other thing to note
with regards to the
cone is that it has a
pretty distinct mold
parting line. It’ll need
both sanding and filling to get a smooth
finish on it.
The fin tabs in this kit
are not the full length
of the fin. That means
that the front and rear
of the fin glue to the
outer body tube, while
the tab itself glues to
the motor mount. This
part isn’t rocket sciCompleted T-LOC
awaiting paint

ence. But it does require a close fit of the
tab length, so that the
inner and outer surfaces touch at the same
time.
Unfortunately, the tabs
were about .060” too
long, so the ends of
the fins were held
above the outer tube
surface. A 1/16 of an
inch doesn’t sound like
much, but its a lot to
sand off when you’re
working with plywood.
The fins are laser-cut,
so there’s not a good
reason for them to be
wrong - its just programming and check-

2020 Winter Issue
ing the result. But its
better to be too long
than too short.
Anyhoo, I zipped the
extra stock off on my
jigsaw and sanded
them in for a good fit.
I made one other
modification with regard to the fins. Past
experience with Tshaped fins made me
a little nervous about
the fin plate attachment. LOC did a nice
job of tabbing the
plate to the fin (their
laser cutter was on
the money here), but
that’s not always
enough. I used a
trick that has worked
for me elsewhere,
namely gusseting the
plate joint.

The Potter Rocketeer
This does a couple
things—it spreads out
the load if the fin plate
hits the ground first, it

T-LOC Motor
mount assembly

provides more attachment surface area for
gluing, and if you do

things in the right order,
makes it very easy to
attach the top plates
nice and square to the
main fin.
In this case, I found
some 1/4” wide basswood molding (for
doll houses, I think)
that gave it a nice 1/4
-round shape without
fussing. I cut strips
of the basswood,
glued them to either
side of the fin so they
were aligned to the
top edge, then used a
razor-saw to the trim
flush with the leading
and trailing edges of
the fins.

Titebond II glue rather
than epoxy. The joint it
creates is stronger than
the wood itself, so
there’s no need for
overkill here.
Everything else in the
build was pretty much
text-book stuff. The instructions were sufficient to get a transitioning builder through the
process, and it would be
a breeze for anyone
that’s built a few skilllevel 2 or 3 low power
kits.

Because this kit was
built in the winter, I
have not had the chance
to paint it yet. But it is
Once finished and the otherwise ready to fly,
fin edges rounded, I
just awaiting fair weathglued the plates in
er!
place. For all the fin
pieces, I used
Visit: https://locprecision.com/
product/t-loc-4/

PR Plans: Lepus Fin & Shroud Patterns

Main Fin

Nozzle
Shroud

Strake Fin

Boat Tail
Shroud
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Lepus Cont’d...
of the fin tip. The
strake fins are small
slivers of wood, so
handle them carefully.
The builder can opt to
use the forward section as a small payload
bay, though I simply
glued the nose cone
in.
Once the motor mount
is assembled, poke a
small hole through the
forward centering ring.
Fish the Kevlar shock
cord through from the
front, wrap it around
the motor mount tube,
and tie it in a loop.
Use a 9” thin-mil parachute for recovery.
This will pack up nicely
inside the small body
tube.
The motor mount installed in the main
tube with 1/2” protruding from the rear.
The nozzle is made of
2 paper shrouds; a
larger, flatter one at
the front as a boat tail,
and a smaller diameter, deeper one at the
rear.

2020 Winter Issue
PAC-3 Cont’d...

steering fins. These
are axially, but short
in span, so they have
the effect of pulling
the CP forward. The
rear fins are small
enough to be only
marginally effective,
compared to the
standard Patriot.

Another limiting factor
in scale modeling this
rocket is the lack of
dimensioned drawings
- at least for folks
without Lockheed
Martin on their ID
badges. I built mine
largely from attempting to measure from
what photos I could
find. Most of these
show the missile at
launch, so the details
are not real clear.

A BT5-20 fiber centering ring can be inserted in the rear shroud
to reinforce it. This
makes for a fairly
stout design for its
size.

Construction of the
rocket itself would be
largely straightforward—it isn’t much
more than a tube, a
nose cone and 8 fins.
But getting it stable is
the tricky part. Mine
was built with mostly
off-the-shelf MAC Performance bits, with
54mm tubing, a
29mm motor mount,
and standard 5:1 nose
cone. However, the
fins are unique to the
build.

Lepus will loft to about
300 feet on an A10T-3
mini motor, and will fly
well on a 1/2A3T-2 as
well, up to about 100
feet, depending on
how light you
build it.

Even though I oversized the fins, they
are still small enough
that Mike Crupe had
difficulty holding onto
them when putting
them through his beveling rig. He does,
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

however, still have all
his fingers, so its all

good in the end.

by a discreet boat tail
at the rear. This version packs more motor for longer range
and higher altitude
interceptions.

In the single flight
that the model has
seen, it was awful
squirrely off the pad.
For a few seconds, it
looked quite unsure
It also has larger rear
which way to fly—this fins. That, in itself, is
despite
appealing.
the PAC-3 is However, it
Rocksim’s
prediction
essentially an also moves
that it
entirely different the fore fins
would be
farther fordesign than the ward. These
stable. I
original Patriot are much closwas lucky
to recover
er to midit from the corn, since mounted, so it’ll probI was silly enough to
ably need even more
paint it olive drab in
nose weight to stabithe first place. Some
lize. But it does look
observers suggested
cool!
that the CTI G106
Speaking of looks, this
wasn’t enough thrust,
others that it needed
more nose weight.
Both maybe true.
More finicky modelers
may refer to build the
PAC-3 MSE instead.
The Missile Segment
Enhancement variant
has a subtle step transition in the body diameter just behind the
steering ring, followed

is one where detailing
can be simple or complex, depending on
your preference. I
went with, as men-

tioned, an olive paint
job and simple “US
ARMY” lettering. This
was based on a photo
of a sample that was
displayed at a trade
show. From other
photos I have seen,
there are several other livery choices, depending on whether
you want to mimic a
test or possibly a service round.
The steering motor
band is a mylar decal
with black vinyl dots
layered over it. StickerShock23 does already offer this to
simplify things a bit.

Above: Image from Lockheed
Martin literature
Left: The author’s 54mm PAC-3
model sits on the pad
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Upcoming Events
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139
E-Mail:
urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com

January 9
February 9
February 13
March 12
April 25 & 26
May 16 & 17
June 19-21
July 18 & 19
August 22 & 23
September 26 & 27
October 17 & 18
November 14 & 15

General Meeting
BOD Meeting
General Meeting
General Meeting
Launch #1
Launch #2
URRF7
Launch #4
Launch #5
Launch #6
Launch #7
Launch #8

About URRG

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501-C3
focusing on educational and research
aspects of amateur rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting model
and high power rocketry, and
are registered as prefecture #139
with the Tripoli Rocketry Association
and NAR Section #765.

URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY, one of
the finest fields in the Northeast. The
former swamp nestled in the heart of
the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region, is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July 4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS-31, URRF,
and LDRS-34.

We’re on the Web!
www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny
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Off the Pad

URRG at Torrey Farms has been described by Rockets Magazine as the
Northeast's summer time rocketry destination.
So whether you’re a BAR, an old timer, or just interested in seeing some
amazing
launches, take
some time and
visit us during
a launch.
We’re looking
forward to
seeing you at
our next
event.

I did it for The Potter Rocketeer—
honest!
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